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hard at work putting
together this issue of
Virtuoso Life, terrorist
attacks on Paris and elsewhere sent the
whole world reeling. The entire
Virtuoso network – comprising nearly
11,500 travel advisors in 34 countries
around the globe – is shocked,
saddened, and angered, and we grieve
with the victims’ families.
Such deplorable events cast new light
on what it means to travel, and why it’s
important. As Mark Twain famously
observed, “Travel is fatal to prejudice, bigotry, and narrow-mindedness.” One of my
goals as a parent of two teenagers is to raise them to be compassionate, understanding, and accepting of others. Travel is a sure way to do that, exposing them to the world
beyond their neighbourhood, where the culture, food, language, and living conditions
may differ from their own. Even so, they see how similar we can be (a mother still
scolds her child to behave, no matter where they are!) and how, when the unknown
becomes known, we usually find it’s nothing to fear. At Virtuoso, we truly believe that
boundaries divide and travel unites.
As we welcome the new year, we celebrate travelling fearlessly and encourage
you to not only keep your existing travel plans, but
also forge ahead with new ones. Life is short – let’s not
allow terrorists to dictate how we live it. Of course, such
decisions are personal, which is all the more reason to
talk candidly with your Virtuoso travel advisor, who can
help you assess the pros and
cons, and plan anything from
a close-to-home getaway to a
far-flung adventure.
This issue offers both, with
our annual look at where to go
next. Every year we poll Virtuoso travel advisors about
which destinations are on their
radars (page 22). One such
place is Puglia, Italy, where I
recently spent a week with a
group of Virtuoso’s top agency executives.
Read about our incredible experience on page 4.
The world is a wonderful place, and there
are so many sights to see. What are you
waiting for?
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Connections

VIRTUOSO
COMMUNITY

Leopards in India, volunteer travel, and sound advice for today’s traveller.
JUST BACK FROM: INDIA

Advisor Catherine Rich
and her group in India.

A private party, leopard-spotting, and the power of partnerships.
During Catherine Rich’s recent trip to India, the owner of a Virtuoso on-site tour operator
invited the Sydney-based advisor and her group of six clients to the family’s country home
outside Delhi for a private birthday party. “There were people there from Delhi,” says Rich,
“but also from literally all over the world. It was such a fascinating evening, and we got to
see a unique part of India in an exclusive and intimate way.”
Other highlights of the group’s seven-city tour: learning about Hindu belief structures
from their guide and spotting three leopards at a tented-camp stop. One detail in particular
set this trip apart from her previous India exploration: Virtuoso-affiliated tour operators and
guides. “The itinerary of that trip was very similar, but the experiences were totally different,” she says. “Working with Virtuoso partners makes all the difference.”

ASK THE ADVISORS

Regan volunteers at a
Costa Rican wildlife centre.

In the wake of recent terrorist
attacks, what’s your advice
to travellers?
“Fear is the outcome terrorists want because
it makes their atrocities even more successful.
We want to support our friends in Paris with
our visits to show that the terrorists will not
deter us.”
– Shelby Donley, Virtuoso agency owner
“Travelling is a mind-opening, enriching
experience in which you get to better know
each other and other cultures. This is the best
weapon against ignorance and hatred, which
create fanaticism and terrorism.”
– Olivier Glasberg,
agency associate director, Paris

(INDIA) COURTESY CATHERINE RICH, (EIFFEL TOWER) DEEJPILOT/ISTOCK

GOOD CAUSES

Uniting travellers with daylong
volunteer opportunities.
A veteran of corporate America,
Virtuoso advisor Courtney Regan
travelled extensively before entering the travel industry. During
her trips, she sought out one-day
volunteering opportunities in new
destinations – usually without
success. This paucity of do-good
options gave rise to her non-profit,
Give a Day Global, which pairs
international travellers with singleday volunteer experiences in eight

countries. Travellers can spend a
day on a mangrove reforestation
programme in Costa Rica or working with kids in a community centre
in Cancún, for example. “The goal
is to experience the community
on a deeper level,” says Regan.
“The memories you take back are
entirely different, and it benefits
our non-profit partners as well.”
USD $100 per day for adults, $25
for children; giveadayglobal.org.

“With only one life to
live, we can’t afford
to let these events
dictate our plans.
Many people have
waited years to take
a special trip. There
are dangers in our
own backyard that are
much more likely to
impact us personally
than any random act
of terrorism.”
– Damian McCabe,
Virtuoso agency owner
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Virtuoso Reports

Presenting Puglia

Virtuoso’s Sydney-based Michael Londregan shares his take on
Italy’s up-and-coming destination.

E

VERY YEAR VIRTUOSO RECOGNISES TRAVEL
advisors for outstanding commitment and performance with a special Chairman’s event. Last year the
Australia and New Zealand delegation travelled to Puglia, one of Italy’s hottest new destinations, located in the “heel” of
the country’s boot. The event blends discovery and networking:
Guests gain an in-depth understanding of the destination while
sharing best practices with other top travel entrepreneurs.
Our home in Puglia was Borgo Egnazia resort, the brainchild of
Aldo Melpignano and his family. The 183-room property delivers a
world-class experience that maintains a sense of place within its
rural environs while delighting guests with daring architecture
and contemporary design. When you find yourself taking notes on
a property with a view to making changes in your own home, it’s a
clear indication that you’ve been touched. (I am, however, considering whether a vine-covered chair would look quite as good suspended on my kitchen wall as it does at the resort.)
After a week of riding, walking, dining, driving, and toasting our way through this largely undiscovered region of Italy,
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we understood that Puglia affects the senses with a subtle push
towards a more balanced lifestyle.
In a world where “paddock to plate” has become fashionable,
it’s no wonder that the region producing most of Italy’s olive oil
and pasta delivers a taste sensation. In fact, if I were to share
only a single impression, it would be the way Puglia draws you
back to the simplicity of food. One evening, for instance, our table’s centrepiece was a simple – and beautiful – glass bowl filled
with cherry tomatoes. Towards the end of the night I reached
in and ate one. It instantly and deliciously reminded me of what
we have lost in our processed world.
We were intrigued by the variety of cities and towns within
easy reach of the resort, each with a wonderful story, from Alberobello’s conical-roofed trulli structures to Matera’s cave
dwellings and Lecce’s shopping. While the region is a regular
escape for Romans and Milanese, it’s only now being developed
as a holiday destination and discovered by travellers from the
rest of the world. My advice: Don’t miss an opportunity to immerse yourself in the Puglian lifestyle.

(TRULLI) GARRY COHEN, (GROUP PHOTO) DAN O’BRIEN, (OSTUNI) CARLO ELMIRO BEVILACQUA

Clockwise from top left: Trulli dwellings in Alberobello, Virtuoso attendees toast the good life in Puglia,
poolside at Borgo Egnazia resort, an evening celebration, and Ostuni’s whitewashed skyline.

UNCOVER L.A.’S
HEART AND SOUL
Explore the neighborhoods of L.A. and you’ll find the individual heartbeats
of the city—revealed through dozens of unique characteristics, attitudes
and styles. Come and feel the energy of Downtown, find your favorite
beach, check out the Getty, try that café all the locals are talking about, or
discover the charm of the walking neighborhoods.

Contact your Virtuoso Travel advisor
and start planning your holiday today.
discoverLosAngeles.com

#LAstory

B E L M O N D R O A D T O M A N D A L AY, M YA N M A R

DISCOVER MYANMAR
FROM MYANMAR’S GREAT CITIES TO RIVERBANKS WHERE OXEN
COME TO DRINK, THIS LUXURIOUS CRUISER GLIDES THROUGH
BREATHTAKING LANDSCAPES UNTOUCHED BY TIME.

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CALL YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR.

River Cruising 9 | Hotel Fragrances 12 | Prague’s Design Scene

14 | Port Call in Buenos Aires 18

{ DESTINATIONS, TRENDS, CULTURE, AND STYLE }

PASSPORT IS REPORTED BY: ELAINE GLUSAC, FRAN GOLDEN, AND CHANEY KWAK

RARE
OPPORTUNITY
Mumbai shines brighter this year with the arrival of The Gem Palace. Tucked inside runway
fashion shop Le Mill’s new flagship, it’s the first boutique from Jaipur’s legendary Kasliwal family jewellers
that’s open to the public without appointment. “Everybody should have the opportunity to take home a beautiful gem,” says creative director Sanjay Kasliwal of why they
chose to team up with Le Mill beside the Royal Bombay Yacht
Club. “Colaba has always been Mumbai’s most happening
neighbourhood. This is probably the most interesting and
beautifully designed store we have.” Along with a few of his
father’s works, Kasliwal plans for the shop to focus on four
of their collections, ranging from the Victorian-inspired
Indo-Russian pieces to the intricate special specialoccasion Royal collection. First Floor, 4, Pheroze
Building above Indigo Deli, Stevens Street.

Mumbai motivation:
A bracelet from The Gem
Palace’s Raj collection.
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Passport

PERSON OF INTEREST
Emma Ford has flown
birds of prey around
the world for more
than 45 years. She and
her husband, Steve,
founded The British
School of Falconry,
which teaches guests to
handle and fly Harris’s
hawks year-round at
The Gleneagles Hotel
in Perthshire, Scotland.
LARGEST BIRD YOU FLY: Fatty,
our female golden eagle, with
a 2.3-metre wingspan.
WHEN YOU PLAY FAVOURITES,
IT’S ... Smithy, my gyrfalconperegrine hybrid, who I
fly at red grouse on the
Scottish moors. He’s a
strong character!
THE FIRST TIME A HAWK GRIPS
YOUR ARM, YOU’LL FEEL …

As one guest put it, “God
must love me very much to
allow me to experience this.”
FALCONRY SLANG THAT’S
GREAT FOR CASUAL CONVERSATION: “I hit the bowse last

night”: Bowsing refers to
hawks drinking, hence our
modern word “booze.”
LITTLE-KNOWN FACT ABOUT
FALCONERS: We’re not all

stuffy old men in tweed!
FAVOURITE LOCAL DISTILLERY:

Edradour, Scotland’s smallest single-malt distillery, 30
minutes from Gleneagles.
Writer Iain Banks described
it as “a sort of distillery in
miniature, which you want
to wrap up and put under the
Christmas tree.”
SINGLE-MALT DRINKING TIP:

Save some of the bottle to
drizzle over smoked salmon.
TRUE OR FALSE: NEVER
LOCK EYES WITH A HUNGRY
HAWK. False. They don’t

Seven-year-old Tigger, a gyrfalconperegrine hybrid, surveys the moor.
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recognise you as prey –
unless you strongly resemble
a rabbit!

Llama trekking
in the Andes.

OUT & ABOUT

Llama Resolutions
This is the year you will finally learn to herd llamas. Pro tips from Jouseph Amir,
a llama-trekking guide in Peru’s Sacred Valley: Position yourself in front of the
animals and raise your arms to bring an entire galloping herd to a screeching
halt. Clap your hands a few times to get them moving again.
After a quick handling-skills lesson, trekkers at 128-room Tambo del Inka
can set out with the furry pack animals on guided Inca Trail excursions that
range from two-hour walks to multiday adventures. An afternoon outing may
follow glacier-fed Chupani Creek five kilometres uphill through meadows
dotted with wildflowers and centuries-old stone ruins – sans Machu Picchu’s
tourist crowds. “Llamas, with their soft feet, don’t erode the trail like horses
do,” says Amir of their advantages. “Plus, they’re really cool looking.” Tambo’s
involvement with the Llama Pack Project, which works with local communities on ecotourism and the breeding of carrier llamas, is just one of the hotel’s
programmes promoting traditional and sustainable ways of life in the Andes.

THE STYLISH TRAVELLER

Cloud Nine and Climbing
Breeze through your next long haul with organic bedding line Coyuchi’s new
Baby Alpaca Travel Set. The supersoft Peruvian alpaca throw comes in a
drawstring bag with a matching eye mask. coyuchi.com.

Sit back and
enjoy it.
“I try to anticipate my guests’
needs, like handing them a glass of
ice water before they know they’re
thirsty. Most guests don’t have a
butler at home, and for them, to
have someone bring you something without having to ask
for it is a dream.”

The sky’s the limit.
From 7 am to 11 pm, your butler
is on call. “I can sew a button or fix a
stitch, serve you breakfast in bed, and
read the day’s newspaper aloud to you.”
Gradescu has even been known to meet
longtime Uniworld guests at the
train station with a limousine to
personally transfer them
to the ship.

Opulence – and a Uniworld
butler – awaits in the
Maria Theresa’s Royal Suite.

BON VOYAGE

AT YOUR SERVICE

River cruising gets the royal treatment.
Beginning this month, every suite on Uniworld Boutique
River Cruise Collection’s small and medium European ships
comes with an extra amenity: a butler. The butlers – who are
trained under the guidance of a regular Buckingham Palace
staffer – handle packing, room service, and other special
requests. Senior butler Valentin Gradescu explains how to
make the most out of this amenity at sea.

Don’t be shy.
“We try to find out as
much information as we can in
the first 10 to 15 minutes, so we
know our guests’ likes and dislikes, such as what kind of food
and drink they prefer. Everything starts from there.”

J A N UA RY | F E B R UA RY 2 0 1 6
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Explore America’s
National Parks
With The Experts

TRAVELING IN THE NATIONAL PARKS FOR 90 YEARS

You really get to know something well after 90+ years... and throughout those decades of taking guests
to America’s national parks, we’ve become pretty passionate about these treasures. Our national
parks and monuments not only speak to us of freedom, but inspire us with expansive landscapes or
unique sites that echo in our hearts... compelling us to dream bigger, breathe deeper, love nature
more, and live life to its fullest. And Tauck’s deep, longstanding relationships within the parks
provide exceptional access to local guides and coveted inside-the-park hotels – while partnerships
like Ken Burns American Journeys create exclusive experiences you simply can’t get on your own.
Join us in the national parks as we celebrate the 100th Anniversary of the National Park Service!

For reservations, please contact
your Virtuoso Travel Advisor

Suite Talk

SCENTS
OF PLACE

A 1900 gala
hosted by socialite
Caroline Astor
at The St. Regis
New York inspired
Caroline’s Four
Hundred, the
custom scent in all
St. Regis Hotels
lobbies. It features
rose, lily, apple,
and cherry blossom. Candle
available in the
hotels’ boutiques.

Jasmine, the
signature fragrance of India’s
Oberoi Hotels &
Resorts, is diffused in the lobby
and other public
spaces of its
properties, including The Oberoi
Grand in Kolkata.
Jasmine oil is
available in the
hotels’ boutiques.

Shangri-La
Hotels & Resorts’
“Essence of
Shangri-La”
blends notes
of vanilla, sandalwood, musk,
bergamot, and
ginger-spiced tea.
Candle available
in the hotels’
boutiques.

Fairmont isn’t the only hotel chain with a signature fragrance or
a custom scent wafting through its lobbies, guest rooms, and spas,
and for good reason. Scents trigger the brain’s limbic system – the
processing centre for recollections and emotions – which is why
a whiff of something familiar can instantly conjure up memories.
Below, offerings from a few hotels that let you bring home a fragrant
reminder of your time away.

To complement
Hotel Arts
Barcelona’s
distinctive rose
scent, its 43 Spa
uses Spanish
beauty company
Natura Bissé’s
limited-edition
Diamond Absolute
damask rose oil
in spa treatments.
Rose body oil is
available in the
spa boutique.

The crisp, citrusy
scent of lemongrass is ubiquitous in Thailand,
and candles, oil
burners, and bath
amenities spread
it throughout
Mandarin Oriental, Bangkok.
Lemongrass
bath and shower
gels are available
in the hotel’s
Oriental Boutique.

Le Labo’s Rose
31 eau de parfum
is included in
Fairmont Hotels
& Resorts’ custom
“Scents & Senses”
experience.

No sunglasses, no problem. The new adults-only pool at the 308-room Ojai Valley Inn & Spa features a pop-up
Oliver Peoples sunglasses boutique, complete with a concierge who cleans and tightens specs gratis.
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(FRAGRANCES) PHOTOGRAPHY BY CHRIS PLAVIDAL, STYLING BY HEIDI ADAMS,
(ICON) DANNY LELIEVELD/THE NOUN PROJECT

This month, aromatic adventure awaits at The Plaza in Manhattan,
Santa Monica’s Fairmont Miramar Hotel & Bungalows, and Fairmont
San Francisco. Guests of these Fairmont Hotels & Resorts properties
can visit fragrance boutique Le Labo and, with a technician’s help,
mix their own bottles of Rose 31 perfume. The scent – a blend of rose
essence, cumin, frankincense, cedar, musk, and amber – is used in
Fairmont’s bath amenities and sold in its boutiques.

TRAINING DAY
Go behind the scenes of Japan’s national sport: In the
weeks preceding Tokyo’s annual grand sumo tournaments – in January, May, and September – guests of
the 290-room Palace Hotel Tokyo can meet a wrestler
during a practice session at a traditional sumo training
stable. A sumo sports writer and announcer acts as
tour guide and interpreter for the daylong excursion,
which includes a protein-rich dinner of chankonabe
stew with the wrestler and a visit to the Ryogoku
Kokugikan sumo stadium’s museum.

(SUMO TOURNAMENT) J. HENNING BUCHHOLZ/SHUTTERSTOCK

Ready to rumble at Tokyo’s
grand sumo tournament.

Holistic Happy Hour
You won’t find any cocktails at The Modern Honolulu’s new Blending Bar, the highlight of
the 353-room hotel’s recently rebranded Lather Spa, where guests customise massages by choosing
from a selection of 15 essential oils. The menu at the aromatherapy-focussed spa – the first
from the California-based Lather beauty line – includes everything from traditional Hawaiian
lomilomi massage to a coconut body exfoliation.

FCW Virtuoso_JCL.pdf
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Style & Design

N
Full-Colour

Prague
A design scene blossoms
in the Czech capital.

BY JOANN PLOCKOVA PHOTOGRAPHY BY NANNA DÍS
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OW IS THE TIME TO BE IN

Koldova (left)
Prague,” Zorya jewellery de- Lucieand
her studio.
signer Daniel Posta declares.
“The people who went abroad in the 1990s [following the fall of communism] came back with a new energy.” He
adds, “Now there is life on the street, with cafés and cultural
events. Prague is not as grey as it once was.”
“There is a big design boom in Prague,” furniture designer
Helena Darbujanova concurs. “Sort of like a flood, as if a dam
had opened up. Just five years ago, it looked like there were no
designers here.” In 2014 Darbujanova set up her first showroom, just down the hill from Zorya, on Veverkova street –
an area that has recently come to life with venues that include
Bistro 8 and Page Five art and design bookstore.
The design scene has spread throughout the rest of the city
too. I’ve called Prague home for close to a decade and, lately,
nearly every time I venture out, I stumble upon a new showroom, shop, or studio. Blending renowned Czech craftsmanship with a wholly original modern aesthetic, the country’s
designers have attracted attention at the major international
design fairs and at Prague’s annual Designblok, which marks
its 18th year this October. Here, a few local favourites to check
out on your next visit.

LUCIE KOLDOVA: Glass Master
Lucie Koldova made a name for herself with her Muffin lamps,
which combine hand-blown Czech glass and oak. (Look for
them lighting up corners of Prague’s Mandarin Oriental

Clockwise from left:
Prague’s Old Town, Lavmi
wallpaper, and a Helena
Darbujanova “Macaron.”

hotel.) She created the lamps for Czech
glass manufacturer Brokis, continuing
the country’s centuries-old glass-making tradition.
Koldova also designs furniture, including a two-tiered writing desk with
gently curved back edges, plus a series of
carpets and, this year, vases for Brokis.
Find her work at Prague shops, such as
Qubus + Krehky, and at her frequent gallery shows throughout Europe. Qubus +
Krehky, Ramova 3; luciekoldova.com.
KLARA NADEMLYNSKA:
Fashion Innovator
In 1998 the city’s fashion scene was confined to Parizska street – home to Louis
Vuitton, Tiffany, and Prada – and the
mainstream brands of Na Prikope
street. That’s when Klara Nademlynska
established her label and opened her
boutique in between the two, just off
Prague’s Old Town Square on Dlouha.
With Nademlynska leading the charge,
the area blossomed as the city’s hub for
high-end Czech fashion.
Nademlynska spent ten years honing
her skills in Paris before returning to

Prague, where she collaborates with local producers. “There is a base of handicraft amongst the designers here,” she
says. Pieces from a recent line include a
classic tunic with billowing sleeves and
a distinctively cut neckline and a long,
bright-blue coat in a cosy faux fur. She
also produces a line of “amulet” necklaces with animal and flower pendants,
a limited-edition animal-print hat designed for legendary Czech hat manufacturer Tonak, and leather gloves
embellished with rabbit fur from a local
one-man atelier. “I am happy to cooperate with people who are still doing
things in the traditional way,” she says.
Dlouha 3; klaranademlynska.cz.
LAVMI: Wallpaper Wizards
Jan Slovak and Babeta Ondrova’s Lavmi
wallpaper has brightened spaces in
Prague and beyond since 2009.
“Czechs’ memories of wallpaper are associated with the difficulty of scraping
it off the walls during communism,”
says Slovak. “At that time, the quality
was quite poor and it was all the same.”
Lavmi’s clean, simple graphic patterns

reflect Ondrova’s modern, bright aesthetic and eye for colour.
The pair have expanded their brand
to include interior accessories, from tea
towels and table runners to clocks,
cushions, and paper pendant lights, as
well as kids’ collections in colourful,
playful motifs. What’s more, other
shops have opened on the streets surrounding Lavmi’s flagship showroom in
Prague’s centre, adjacent to Petrske
Square. Zlatnicka 12; lavmi.com.
ZORYA: Jewellery Duo
From their studio and showroom on a
quiet backstreet next to Stromovka
Park, Daniel Posta and Zdenek Vacek
craft necklaces, bracelets, rings, and
earrings, employing traditional goldsmithing techniques with experimental
twists. “We work with geometry, the elemental,” Posta says.
Zorya jewellery mixes steel, precious
metals, pearls, black diamonds, and textiles in pieces that range from delicate
to daring. The pair’s “Virus” collection,
a series of thick necklaces and bracelets
made from linen rope and cultivated
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Zorya designers
Zdenek Vacek (left) and
Daniel Posta and their
“Virus” line (at right).

tip

crystals, won the prestigious Czech
Grand Design Award in 2011. Beyond
their open-by-appointment showroom,
find Zorya pieces throughout Prague in
design shops and galleries, including
the new Cihelna Concept Store. Jana
Zajice 40; zorya.eu.
HELENA DARBUJANOVA:
Furniture Architect
With a whimsical French aesthetic
and a story behind every piece, Helena

Darbujanova’s furniture designs take
inspiration from her girlhood and “the
smell of summer.” For example, the architect by training designed the Lola
Women’s Boudoir, a partially enclosed
settee, to appeal to everyone from little
girls at play to grandmothers sipping tea.
Except for the carpets, all her pieces
are made in the Czech Republic, from
the My Dear floor lamp with handblown glass and intricate rocaille beadwork to the Macarons collection, which

“Prague’s incredible architectural
heritage also includes modern constructions such as the Dancing House by Vlado
Milunic and Frank Gehry. Visit its top storey,
where Ginger and Fred, one of the city’s
best restaurants, offers exceptional views
of Prague’s landmarks. (Be sure to make a
reservation.) And don’t miss the rooftop
terrace and Glass Bar in winter.”
– Natallia Khoshchynka,
Virtuoso travel advisor

includes stools, tables, and bowls. Darbujanova’s new Audrey Hepburn-inspired line introduces a dresser with a
pink lower portion, a black velvet bow,
and a space for love letters. Veverkova 7;
helenadarbujanova.cz.

CZECH IN

Where to lay your head in Prague.
United by a contemporary building, the 161room Four Seasons Hotel Prague is housed
inside three historic structures in baroque,
neo-Renaissance, and classical styles. Its
riverside location affords views of Prague
Castle and Charles Bridge.
In a quiet corner of the city’s quintessentially
Prague Mala Strana district, the 99-room
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Mandarin Oriental, Prague houses the world’s
only spa located in a former Renaissance chapel.
The 101-room Augustine, a Luxury Collection
Hotel, Prague, occupies a thirteenth-century
former monastery ten minutes’ walk from
Prague Castle. Don’t miss the property’s
own Saint Thomas beer – which it also
incorporates into one spa treatment.

Klara Nademlynska’s
bellwether boutique.

ALL
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I NTR O D U C I N G TH E N E W C RYS TA L .
The World’s Most Awarded Luxury Cruise Line™ invites you to discover a world where luxury and adventure are perfectly
suited travel companions. Choose your destination and enjoy Book Now fares that offer a vast array of included amenities,
the most intriguing ports and unmatched levels of service and cuisine. Begin a new story as you step onboard…
• Our fares always include: complimentary select fine
wines, premium spirits, gratuities, specialty restaurant
dining† from chefs like Nobu Matsuhisa and much more

• Book by 29 February, 2016 for the best available
Book Now Fares

2017

2016

• Most voyages start or end with an overnight port

• Complimentary Wi-Fi and Internet access‡
Brochure Fares
Per Person From

Book Now Fares
Per Person From

Crystal Symphony

US$10,490

US$3,725

Crystal Symphony

US$12,990

US$5,610

Crystal Symphony

US$8,600

US$3,635

Round-trip Sydney

Crystal Symphony

US$18,390

US$7,875

Singapore to Hong Kong1

Crystal Symphony

US$9,980

US$4,355

Date

Days

Destination

Itinerary

Ship

1 May

12

Mediterranean

Istanbul to Rome1

22 May

14

Western Europe

Lisbon to London/Tilbury

9 Dec

11

South Pacific

Papeete to Auckland1

20 Jan

21

Australia/South Pacific

7 Mar

13

Southeast Asia

3

THEME CRUISES: 1 Crystal Wine & Food Festival |

2

Emerging Artists |

3

2

Ocean Views

CONTACT YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL
ADVISOR TO BOOK YOUR CRUISE ABOARD
CRYSTAL AND RECEIVE EXCLUSIVE
VIRTUOSO VOYAGER CLUB AMENITIES.
BEGIN A NEW STORY™
Book Now Cruise-Only Fares are per person in U.S. dollars, double occupancy, for category E2 on Crystal Symphony, include all promotional savings, apply to new bookings only made between 31/12/2015 and 29/2/2016
and include additional taxes, fees and port charges of US$335-US$680. All offers and fares may not be combinable with other promotions, apply to first two full-fare guests in stateroom or suite, are capacity-controlled,
subject to availability and may be withdrawn or changed at any time without notice. Individual Virtuoso Voyager Club amenities are available on select sailings. Virtuoso Voyager Club events and amenities are subject
to change without notice and may require a minimum number of participants. Amenities vary by departure date. Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor for more details. Guests must be booked into the Virtuoso Voyager
Club Group to be eligible for Voyager Club amenities. †Crystal Cruises offers each guest the opportunity to dine at least once on a complimentary basis in Prego and at least once in Silk Road or the Sushi Bar (Sushi
Bar is not available for pre-reservation via PCPC and is available on a first come first serve basis). Additional reservations or visits (including “walk-in” diners) are subject to a US$30 per person fee, subject to availability.
‡Complimentary Wi-Fi/Internet access: 60 minutes per person, per day depending on stateroom category. All fares, itineraries, programs, policies and shore excursions are subject to change. Pricing and promotions
are accurate at time of printing. Restrictions apply. See crystalcruises.com for complete terms and conditions of all offers. ©2016 Crystal Cruises, LLC. Ships’ registry: The Bahamas

Port of Call

Under

the Influence

T

HERE’S A PARI-

sian air to Buenos
Aires, thanks to
centuries of influence from French and
other European settlers.
But Argentina’s seaside capital has its own distinct
personality: It’s a cosmopolitan locale where diverse
neighbourhoods fuse tradition and innovation. In
bohemian La Boca, couples
tango in the streets as smoke
wafts from nearby parrillas
(steakhouses); in Palermo
Soho, well-dressed porteños
(locals) sip coffee in corner cafés; and in Recoleta,
shoppers explore new boutiques next to century-old
leather stores.
Here, Virtuoso’s on-site
connection in Argentina
shares how to make the most
of a port call in Buenos Aires.
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9 am: It’s often packed
with tourists, but La
Boca’s colourful Caminito
alley, a short distance from
the cruise terminal, is worth
a walk-through for tangoing
street performers and conventillos (little houses) filled
with handmade souvenirs.
After your stroll, leave the
crowds for more-authentic
sites in the city, including El
Zanjón de Granados (Defensa 755) in San Telmo. During a renovation in 1986, a
local entrepreneur accidentally discovered a labyrinth of
underground tunnels, sewers, and cisterns, believed
to be the site of the city’s
first sixteenth-century settlement. Following a 20-year

Turn up the heat: Faena Hotel’s
sultry interior and (bottom)
tango dancers in La Boca.

(DANCERS) KEVIN J. MIYAZAKI

In Buenos Aires, discover a
lively mix of European and
South American flair. BY AMY CASSELL

©2015 Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Preferred Guest, SPG, The Luxury Collection and their logos are the trademarks of Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, Inc., or its affiliates.

H O T E L S T H AT D E F I N E
T H E D E S T I N AT I O N ™
Designed by visionary architect Frank O. Gehry, Hotel Marqués de Riscal features contemporary allure in the
Basque Country. Experience a curated ensemble of the world’s most iconic destinations at The Luxury Collection
hotels and resorts. For reservations or further information, please contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor.

HOTEL MARQUÉS DE RISCAL
A LUXURY COLLECTION HOTEL
E LC I EG O, S PA I N

Port of Call

Buenos Aires on display, from left: Teatro Colón, Puerto Madero’s Calatrava Bridge, and Rossi & Caruso.

11 am: At the Plaza de Mayo, snap a
few photos of iconic Casa Rosada
(Balcarce 50), the pink palace that houses the president’s offices and served as a
centrepiece of the country’s dramatic
political history. (First lady and activist
Eva Perón addressed her supporters
from one of its balconies.) Afterward,
take a guided tour of the Teatro Colón
(Cerrito 628) opera house, an opulent
building modelled after German,
French, and Italian Renaissance styles.
1 pm: In fashionable Palermo
Soho, modern restaurants, funky
boutiques, and contemporary art galleries line narrow cobblestoned
streets. Eat lunch at Don Julio (Guatemala 4699), a family-owned parrilla
known for generous cuts of sirloin and
mollejas (sweetbreads), then check out
some of the surrounding shops, including María Cher (El Salvador 4724) for

women’s denim and dresses and Manu
Lizarralde (Gorriti 5078) for stylish
gemstone jewellery.
3 pm: Shop for handmade leather
goods in Recoleta, a posh neighbourhood where wide avenidas and
belle-epoque-style mansions recall
nineteenth-century Paris. Rossi &
Caruso (Posadas 1387) has outfitted
Argentine equestrians in riding gear
for more than 100 years and also
offers a selection of supple jackets
and purses.
4 pm: Rather than being eyesores,
graffiti-splashed buildings are
evidence of the city’s vibrant arts scene
– travel advisors can work with Virtuoso’s on-site connection in the city to arrange a walking tour of murals. Or head
inside to the Colección de Arte Amalia
Lacroze de Fortabat (Olga Cossettini
141) in Puerto Madero, a recently developed riverfront neighbourhood. The
airy steel-and-concrete museum houses the late billionaire’s personal collection, including a gallery of work from

DAY TRIP
Polo, Argentina’s beloved sport, came to the country with British settlers in the 1800s.
Travel advisors can work with Virtuoso’s on-site connection in Buenos Aires to arrange a
day trip to Estancia la Martina in the picturesque southern pampas outside the city. At
the family-owned station – where the world’s number-one polo player, Adolfo Cambiaso,
grew up – guests learn the rules of the game, then hop on a pony for a lesson on the pitch.
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tip
“Buenos Aires’ ice cream is among
the best in the world. There are
hundreds of handcrafted, creamy
flavours, from maracuyá (passion fruit)
to dulce de leche. Try some at Freddo,
Un’Altra Volta, or Persicco.”
– Bárbara Wyse,
Virtuoso travel advisor

Argentine painter Raúl Soldi and
pieces by Chagall, Rodin, and Warhol.
7 pm: Still in Puerto Madero, sip a
pre-dinner martini beneath lavish
chandeliers and antelope heads at Faena
Hotel’s Library Lounge (Martha Salotti 445). Red meat remains an institution in Argentina, but new restaurants
are giving diners options: At sleek Peruvian-Japanese eatery Osaka (Juana
Manso 1164), for example, chef Ciro
Watanabe creates artfully prepared
plates of sushi and ceviche, including
lemongrass tiradito (Peruvian sashimi).
Buenos Aires buzzes all night: Bars, tango halls, and nightclubs stay open well
into the morning. As you head back to
the ship, most porteños will just be gathering for the evening.

(THEATRE) RENATO GRANIERI/ALAMY STOCK PHOTO, (PUERTO MADERO)
T. OZONAS/MASTERFILE/CORBIS, (ICE CREAM) HEMIS/ALAMY STOCK PHOTO

excavation project, the restored mansion became a museum of archaeological history and an access point for the
tunnels below.

GET SET TO SAIL

How to cruise from Buenos Aires, and where to stay before embarking.
CRUISE Spend a night in
Buenos Aires before a 13day voyage from the city
to Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, on
Regent Seven Seas Cruises’
700-passenger Seven Seas
Mariner. Shore excursions
include biking through the
beachfront city of Punta del
Este in Uruguay and snorkelling off Ilha Grande in Brazil.

Dinner and a view
on Regent’s Seven
Seas Mariner.

STAY Surrounded by
gardens, the pool at the
165-room Four Seasons
Hotel Buenos Aires is an
oasis in the bustling Recoleta neighbourhood.
In Puerto Madero, Faena
Hotel Buenos Aires attracts
travellers and locals alike to
its Philippe Starck-designed
interiors and sultry tango
dinner show.

Love Paris.
Live Parisian.
Where you stay can make your holiday.
We’ve hand-picked private homes in the
best Parisian neighbourhoods. So you can
enjoy exploring the city together.
As a Virtuoso guest, you’ll get an exclusive
amenity with your stay. Contact your
Virtuoso travel advisor to find out more.

2
0
1

THE NEXT LIST

India 2.0, the
next Patagonia,
an American safari –
destinations you
need to know for
the year ahead.
BY DAVID HOCHMAN

EXOTIC OUTPOSTS, FAMILIAR PLACES seen in fresh ways, fantasy trips – they all
factor into our 2016 list, a story we hope will serve as both inspiration and a
reminder that we live in an infinitely interesting, beautiful, and welcoming world.
We tapped into Virtuoso’s travel advisor network to find out where the welltravelled are headed this year. Not every hot spot garners a mention – Myanmar
has made everyone’s list every year since we began asking – but we think these
must-see destinations will make the coming year the best-travelled yet.
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Beyond the Taj Mahal

AJP/SHUTTERSTOCK

Southern India

If you’ve visited India, you’ve
probably done its Golden Triangle in the north: Mumbai
and Udaipur to Jaipur and
Agra on the way to Delhi.
The south, however, is the
connoisseur’s darling. Think
of culture-rich Cochin and
Kerala as India 2.0, says
Victoria Boomgarden, a
Virtuoso advisor. “You’ve got
pearls, beaches, maharajas’
palaces, tea plantations,

and a breezy, laid-back
atmosphere that still feels
off the map,” she says.
Rare Royal Bengal tigers
roam Mysore’s Nagarahole
National Park. Kerala’s
Kolukkumalai Tea Estate is
the world’s highest. And
the region is a natural gateway to another destination
on the rise, Sri Lanka,
home to a stunning pair of
Aman resorts.

Elephants wait for
a procession during
the Thrissur Pooram
festival in Kerala.

GO: Five Tours &

Over 17 days, Big

Expeditions’ south India
journey takes in Bangalore’s
monuments, the tenthcentury pilgrimage centre
Chikmagalur, Nagarahole
National Park, and Kerala’s
halcyon backwaters – by
private houseboat.

BY THE NUMBERS:
Virtuoso advisors have
seen India bookings jump a
whopping 212 per cent over
the past year.
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Outdoor spa treatment rooms
at Six Senses Con Dao.

Secret Island

Con Dao, Vietnam
It’s known as Vietnam’s
untouched archipelago,
but it won’t be for long.
Under French colonial
rule, the 16 velvet-green
islands off the mainland’s
southern shore were cut
off in order to sequester
prisoners. Today, Con
Dao is a much happier
destination – a haven for
snorkellers (and idlers) and
a throwback to tranquil
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Asian outposts of yore.
On the serene island of Bay
Canh, day-trippers wander
through tropical rain forest to a nineteenth-century
lighthouse. Protected
hawksbill and green sea
turtles come to nest on
13 local beaches from May
through October. Heaven
is a day spent zigzagging
through the picturesque
seas by catamaran.

GO: Dao provides the
“Six Senses Con

stunning experience my
clients are looking for, combined with authentic local
flavour, in a place that not
many people know about,”
says Virtuoso advisor
Belinda van Tholen.

BY THE NUMBERS:

Travellers are flocking to Vietnam, fueling a 270 per cent
increase in bookings within
the Virtuoso network over the
past year.

Cool factor:
Norway’s Lofoten
Islands, above 66
degrees north.

Arctic Allure

GALLERY STOCK

Norway

Fjord cruisers have always loved the area in and around Bergen and Geiranger, but those in the
know are heading above 66 degrees north latitude. “The Arctic Circle has the most stunning
natural scenery and the northern lights,” says advisor Belinda van Tholen, who has a fondness
for the locals: polar bears, walrus, seals, and arctic foxes.

GO:

Virtuoso’s on-site
connection in Norway works with travel advisors to arrange land and sea
itineraries that let you take
in vivid skies, massive glaciers, and unusual wildlife.
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Little Italy

Sicily

Since Homer’s time, the
Mediterranean’s largest
island has lured travellers
questing after coastal views,
ancestral villages, and, OK,
maybe the perfect cannoli.
But lately Sicily is drawing a
high-flying, globe-trotting
crowd. “It’s very much a
microcosm of the country,
offering so much of what
people seek in Italy, but
with its own historic sights
and its own subculture,”
says Carrie Wallace, a
Virtuoso travel advisor.
Explore fortified hill towns
such as Erice, Agrigento’s
Doric temple ruins, Michelin-starred restaurants
in Ragusa, and rich Greek
history in once-grand
Siracusa. With splashy
views to Mount Etna and
two gorgeous Belmond
properties – Grand Hotel
Timeo and Villa
Sant’Andrea – seaside
Taormina is Sicily’s answer
to the Amalfi Coast.

GO: arts capital Palermo,
Visit culinary and

the medieval countryside,
museums, and volcanic sites
during Artisans of Leisure’s
seven-day private exploration of Sicily.

The Insider’s
Darling:

PUGLIA
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For olive oil, excellent hotels, and untouristed expanses, Puglia,
in the heel of Italy’s “boot,” is fast becoming a buzzed-about
destination, especially for travellers who know the country well.
See page 4 for a dispatch from the region.

Puglian bounty at
Borgo Egnazia hotel.

(SICILY) MASSIMO VITALI/GALLERY STOCK,
(PUGLIA) LISA LINDER

Cliffside sun
worship at Scala
dei Turchi, Sicily.

Rustic
Renaissance

U.S. West

Virtuoso travel advisor
Carrie Wallace calls it the
“American safari.” In
Montana, Utah, Wyoming,
western Colorado, Arizona,
and New Mexico, a growing
network of exclusive and
ecologically conscious lodges
is catching the attention of
adventure and wildlife lovers
at home and abroad. “No, it’s
not the Serengeti, but the visitor experience is remarkably
similar,” Wallace says. “From
morning to evening, guests
are looked after. There’s
great food, local culture, and
game-spotting. It’s a sophis-

ticated circuit that’s attracting world travellers.” Vast
stations and plush reserves
such as Gateway Canyons
resort and The Lodge & Spa
at Brush Creek Ranch are
close enough to visit together
on scenic drives or private
flights. “You may not get
white-tablecloth, formal
luxury, but rather a New
World sort of luxury, where
the hospitality, beauty, and
solitude are unforgettable,”
says Wallace.

Sawyer, Virtuoso’s onsite tour operator for the
western U.S., works with
Virtuoso advisors to make
places such as the Grand
Canyon and Yellowstone
feel like your own private
national parks. Or try Montage Deer Valley’s two-day
Montage-to-Moab trip – a
chartered flight and bikeand-hike odyssey into red
rocks country.

GO:

The National Park Service
turns 100 in 2016.

Chef, geologist,
and “Jeeper” Bruce

BY THE NUMBERS:

Saddles and solitude at
Gateway Canyons resort.

SHORT LIST

More on-the-rise destinations.

ABU DHABI “Abu Dhabi requests are growing as an alternative to the
much more hectic Dubai. The best beach resorts are on Saadiyat Island.”
– Jane Hedge, Virtuoso travel advisor
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Boudhanath stupa in
Kathmandu sustained
only minor damage in
last year’s earthquake.

Better
Than Ever

Nepal

GO: customises private
Remote Lands

ten-day journeys that begin
in the Nepali capital before
heading into the Himalayan
hinterland, with overnights
at classic outposts such as
Tiger Tops Tented Camp.

SOUTH AFRICA Spend a night at Nelson Mandela’s home on the Shambala Private Game Reserve. The revered
leader’s six-bedroom retreat is open for small groups as the Nelson Mandela Center for Reconciliation.
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CHRIS SORENSEN/GALLERY STOCK

Last year’s devastating earthquake could not shake the indomitable spirit of this sacred country
in the Himalaya, and tourism matters now more than ever: Visitor numbers in 2015 were down 40
per cent from the previous year. “The most impactful way travellers can boost Nepal’s recovery is
quite simply by going there,” says Martha Merle, a Virtuoso advisor who recently returned from
Kathmandu. “A first-timer to Nepal wouldn’t know there had been an earthquake. The country
is as stunningly beautiful and magical – and the people as gracious and heart-warming – as ever.”
For visitors who want to go beyond bolstering the economy with their dollars, volunteering
even for a day can complete an itinerary and provide a rewarding experience like no other.

Now's the Time

Cuba

With full diplomatic relations
restored and travel restrictions easing between the U.S.
and Cuba, why go now? Put it
this way: In five years, most
of those vintage American
cars will likely be gone. The
corner seafood shack could
be replaced by a smartphone
kiosk. You might even find
Frappuccinos on the Plaza
Vieja. “Visit Cuba as it is now,
stuck in a 1950s time warp, before developers get their hands
on it,” says Virtuoso advisor
Fallon Hirschhorn.

GO: recently launched a
(HAVANA) JULIEN CAPMEIL/ART PARTNER LICENSING,
(RIO) CATARINA BELOVA/SHUTTERSTOCK

Abercrombie & Kent

private seven-day itinerary
in Cuba, with tours led by a
local architect, meetings
with renowned ceramicist
José Fuster, private salsa
lessons, and a visit to a
UNESCO biosphere reserve.

BY THE NUMBERS:
In a recent survey, Virtuoso
advisors named Cuba the
top emerging destination
for 2016.

Time warp travel:
Havana’s Malecón.

RIO DE JANEIRO Rio’s hotels are already booked solid for the Summer Olympics, but using Virtuoso’s
on-site connections, advisors can get clients spots in staffed villas throughout the city.
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Rugged rock star:
Fogo Island Inn.

Far and Away

Newfoundland
the other three). Some even
call it the next Patagonia.
“We’re talking one-of-akind, on-the-edge travel,”
says Katherine Norton, a Virtuoso travel advisor. Guests
of the ultramodern inn are
paired with “Fogoers” based
on interests, and those locals
serve as community hosts. “A

village fisherman, artist, or
teacher becomes your guide
and shows you their hometown through their eyes,”
Norton explains. Activities
are distinctly analogue:
making bread, rowing punts,
watching caribou, skipping
stones. Social media can certainly wait till you’re home.

GO:

Most guests arrive at
Gander, the closest
commercial airport, by way
of Halifax, Nova Scotia,
though the island’s airstrip
supports small-aircraft and
helicopter landings.

HONDURAS “This is the next ecotourism hot spot. Enjoy a laid-back Caribbean beach holiday with amazing
reefs for snorkelling and diving. Visit ancient Mayan ruins and tap into your adventurous side with rafting and
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CRAIG EASTON/GALLERY STOCK

“Off the grid” is easier said
than done these days, but
the enchanting Fogo Island
Inn is far-flung enough to be
unplugged in the best ways.
Newfoundland is hard to
get to, sure, but that’s part
of the mystique of a region
with seven seasons (“ice,”
“berry,” and “trap berth” are

Safari Bonus

Mozambique

(MOZAMBIQUE) DOOK, (HONDURAS) CHRIS M ROGERS/GALLERY STOCK

“With its easy access to
neighbouring South Africa,
Mozambique is emerging as
a hot add-on to time on the
Cape and on safari in the
bush,” says Virtuoso advisor Bobby Zur. Beginning
this year, more high-end
hotel brands will establish
footholds in the country’s
Bazaruto Archipelago. The
additions will complement
existing properties such as
the Azura Retreats on Bazaruto’s Benguerra Island
and on Quilalea Island in
Quirimbas National Park.
These will be “particularly
enticing for those travellers
who appreciate a Robinson
Crusoe, barefoot-luxury
factor,” Zur says. Everywhere along the coast, the
water is fabulous. Dive
sites aren’t crowded. You
can see dolphins, humpback whales, whale sharks,
manta rays, and giant
turtles. Most intriguing,
though, are the elusive,
curious-looking dugongs,
related to manatees –
and elephants.

GO: bush- and beach-

As part of a 12-day

focussed southern Africa
itinerary, African Travel
spends a few days in Mozambique’s palm-lined
coastal capital, Maputo, before hitting a tented camp
on the beach for snorkelling
among the reef fish.
A woman wears a traditional muciro mask (from
the kipalo plant), used as
a sunscreen and beauty
product in Mozambique.

hiking in the tropical rain forest. Luxury accommodations are still finding their way to Honduras,
so for the time being, ‘eco’ is the word to keep in mind.” – Maggie Stein, Virtuoso travel advisor
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Dram Trip

Scotland’s Whisky Trail

THE NORTHWEST PASSAGE

GO: work with on-site

Virtuoso advisors

UK tour operators who
know the ins and outs of
distilleries and can put
together whisky tours by
train or private car – or
village-to-village ambles.

Rolling along, merrily:
Careful cask transport in Scotland.

Traditionally, only small ships and expedition ships have cruised the fjords and icebergs of this sea route connecting the Pacific and Atlantic via the Arctic Ocean. Joining operators such as Quark
Expeditions and Ponant for the first time this summer: Crystal Cruises’ 1,070-passenger Crystal Serenity.
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Speciality tours bring wonder to the most familiar places. Seeing Scotland with a whisky ambassador combines science, history, flavour, and a few drams of grown-up merrymaking. Advisor
Victoria Boomgarden arranged such a trip for her husband’s 60th birthday last year in consultation with The Scotch Malt Whisky Society. “There’s no better way to do it than on the Royal
Scotsman,” the Belmond train into the Highlands, Boomgarden says. For a journey like this,
the party begins with a private tasting at Edinburgh’s Balmoral hotel, which stocks representative bottles from every distillery in Scotland under lock and key – more than 500 in all. The next
morning, a piper plays you downstairs to Waverley Station, where you board the train with your
whisky guru for a journey to all the best glens and lochs. It might sound clubby, but the trip is full
of surprises. “It wasn’t a bunch of guys sitting around with cigars,” Boomgarden promises. “We
met many young women pairing Scotch with fine food, and every stop had some new shop or gallery, or fabulous country hotel.” Those who want more can extend the trip with a few days of golf,
horse trekking, or R&R at any of Scotland’s grand hotels.

Cabo San Lucas

GO:

Here’s how Maggie Stein,
a Virtuoso advisor, sizes

up Cabo’s resort options: “One
& Only Palmilla offers a very
family-friendly environment
and one of the area’s only
swimmable beaches. Las
Ventanas al Paraíso is the
place for honeymooners – it
even has a romance coordinator
on the property. Esperanza
works for multigenerational
travel or groups because it has a
lot of large villas and residences
with multiple bedrooms. The
Resort at Pedregal is for people
(mostly couples) who want to
be close to some action, since
it’s located near town.”

Rebound town: Cabo’s
resorts and beaches
are back in business.

PERU “A foodie’s paradise!” And it’s no wonder: Established superstar chefs such as
Gastón Acurio and too many rising stars to count have the bounty of the Pacific Ocean
and the Amazon Basin at their disposal. – Laura Asilis, Virtuoso agency president
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Baja Is Back

This popular destination got
even better with major revamping in the wake of 2014’s Hurricane Odile, which left $1.7
billion in damage. The upgrades have brought extra luster to already luxe oceanfront
hotels. Two new golf courses
also opened: Quivira Golf Club
(designed by Jack Nicklaus)
and El Cardonal at Diamante
(designed by Tiger Woods).
The local economy will thank
you for teeing off.

The residence of discrete luxury in Athens
Located in the very center of Athens since 1930, King George represents the
absolute essence of a fascinating boutique hotel, having hosted renowned celebrities.
The inviting environment of King George finds its best expression
in the outstanding and always personalized service.

MH.T.E.: 0206K015A0000701

life is a collection of experiences
let us be your guide

©2015 Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, Inc. All Rights Reserved. The Luxury Collection and its logo are the trademarks of Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, Inc., or its affiliates.

Eternal elegance at the heart of Europe’s historic capital
Visit the renowned landmark Hotel Grande Bretagne and receive the unique
chance of a lifetime experience through a collection of utmost accommodation
services and indulging moments. Discover the vibrant city of Athens
and enjoy the glittering cityscape view of the Hotel Grande Bretagne.

MH.T.E.: 0206K015A0021500

life is a collection of experiences
let us be your guide
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16 35
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South American
Hamptons

José Ignacio, Uruguay

Advisor Bobby Huebner lets
out a happy sigh when he talks
about José Ignacio. “It’s where
the Hamptons’ flair and feel
meet South America,” he says.
Two hours from Montevideo and just outside Punta
del Este, it’s the ideal spot to
combine an estancia (station)
and beach stay at the posh
Vik properties. “Regional art
is featured and highlighted
within the décor and design
of the buildings themselves,”
Huebner notes. Daily workshops help guests find their
flow while painting or taking
photos, and those craving a
deeper escape can book Vik’s
seven-day yoga retreat.

GO: languid art walks,

Horse rides at dawn,

parrot-watching, splendid
solitude – it’s all on the menu
at Estancia Vik José Ignacio
and Playa Vik José Ignacio.
The properties are happy to
arrange local tours or help you
do nothing at all.

ICELAND

“This little island’s awe-inspiring landscapes make you feel like you’ve been to another planet, not just another country.” – Meg McGriff North, Virtuoso agency executive
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(ICELAND) GALLERY STOCK

Ponying up for a
favourite pastime
at Estancia Vik.

WILDERNESS
FRONTIERS
2016 VIRTUOSO VOYAGER
CLUB ALASKA SAILINGS
Come experience the Inside Passage
from an insider’s perspective. Experience
more wilderness than can be charted.
More wildlife than can be counted:
bears, bald eagles, moose, deer, whales,
spawning salmon. Alaska’s immensity
overwhelms. Yet ironically amid the
majesty of North America’s largest state,
it is only aboard a smaller ship that you
can appreciate such grandeur.
7-day voyages depart Seward from
May through September 2016.
Silver Privilege fares from us$3,450pp.

COMPLIMENTARY SCENIC TRAIN TRANSFER
Guests aboard 2016
Virtuoso Voyager Club
Alaska cruises that begin
in Seward will enjoy a
complimentary 4.5hr scenic
train ride between Seward
and Anchorage, along the
Alaskan Kenai Peninsula.

Seward
Hubbard Glacier
Skagway
Juneau
Sitka

Ketchikan
Inside Passage

Vancouver

Intimate Ships s Ocean-view Suites s Butler Service s Complimentary Wine, Champagne and Spirits s Inspired Dining s Included Gratuities

For more information or a copy of the 2016 Silversea
brochure, please contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor
All Silver Privilege fares are cruise-only, in US Dollars, per guest. Fares are capacity controlled and subject to change at anytime without notice. Terms & Conditions apply. For full terms and conditions,
please contact your travel professional or visit silversea.com.

HOT PROPERTIES:
SEVEN NEW HOTELS WITH STYLE TO SPARE

From clock towers and theatres to monasteries and
Milanese manors, hoteliers are reimagining iconic
buildings and resorts for the better. Make checking
in to one of these on-trend hotels a 2016 must.
38
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SERENITY AT FIRST SIP: Arriving guests at Mauritius’
newest resort are greeted
by a hostess in a sega dress
bearing a cup of sugarcane
green tea. After an extensive
renovation, the legendary
Le Touessrok Resort & Spa
on Trou d’Eau Douce Bay reopened this past November
as a 200-room Shangri-La.
“It has a sense of grandeur
from the moment you arrive,” says Virtuoso travel
advisor Clairë Adams, who
frequently visits family
on Mauritius. “Many Mauritian resorts have gone for
a more contemporary or

Westernised
feel and have
lost their identity, but from my first look,
Shangri-La seems to have
found the perfect balance.”

ISLAND TIME: Picnic, beachcomb, and kick back on Ilot
Mangénie, Shangri-La’s private island, complete with
a beach club and on-call
butlers. On neighbouring
Île aux Cerfs, resort guests
receive complimentary
rounds at the Bernhard
Langer-designed 18-hole
golf course.

Club & Grill – home to 20
house-infused tequilas and
a Champagne, Bellini, and
Bloody Mary bar.

ROOM TO BOOK: For families, a
Junior Suite in the Hibiscus
Wing, with interconnecting
options and the closest proximity to the main pool, or one
of three 423-square-metre

beach villas. “The villas’
position is possibly the best
on the island,” Adams notes.
“Each has its own private
beach, which is unheard of
in Mauritius, as every beach
has public access.” Couples
and honeymooners will
appreciate the Frangipani
Wing’s peace, seclusion, and
exclusive pool.

From top: A beach villa
and the hotel’s lobby and
peerless location.

INSTAGRAM THIS: Your party
among fire pits and sunken
loungers at Republik Beach
J A N UA RY | F E B R UA RY 2 0 1 6
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Some who dream big also do
big: Witness the Alan
Faena/Baz Luhrmann/
Catherine Martin/and
more collaboration, Faena
Hotel Miami Beach. The
first component of developer Alan Faena’s ambitious Faena District, the
169-room hotel is filled
with flourishes dreamed up
by the Australian film
director and his set
designer wife. Bold reds
with gold accents against
“Faena white” walls recall
the original hotel in Buenos
Aires, while turquoise
accents reflect the surf
outside. The property
retains art deco elements
from its origin as the 1948
Saxony Hotel and adds
restaurants by South
American superstar Francis
Mallmann and Texas
legend Paul Qui, as well as a
theatre for live cabaret.
“I’m hoping it’s going to be
a game changer for the
city,” says travel advisor
Stacy Weigant. “They’re
bringing in some great
original food concepts and
going all out in terms of
training staff.”

WHAT IT BRINGS TO MIAMI: The
entire Faena District aims to
capitalise on – and contribute to – Miami’s booming
art scene, with sitespecific works from
local and internaThe restored hotel and (right)
guest-room views. Above: A Premier
tional artists and the
Corner Oceanfront Suite.
4,600-square-metre,
Rem Koolhaas-designed Faena Forum,
opening soon.
FAMOUS ART: Damien
Hirst’s golden
unicorn watches
over the dining
room at Qui’s Pao;
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living room and
veranda chandeliers
by Alberto Garutti
flicker every time
lightning strikes the
pampas in Argentina.

ROOM TO BOOK: Any
of the ocean-facing
standard rooms, all
with balconies – or, if
you’re feeling flush,
the four-bedroom,
five-bath Faena
Suite, with its gold
drapery, white onyx
dining table, and
multiple balconies.

Ian Schrager’s new 273room hotel channels
Manhattan’s private-socialclub era from its perch in
the 1909 Metropolitan
Life clock tower building
on Madison Square Park.
“Its restaurant and bar are
always buzzing,” confirms
Virtuoso advisor Jesse
Katz. From the cosy table by
the lobby’s blackened-steel
fireplace to the secondstorey restaurant’s velvet
banquettes, billiard parlour,

The newest addition to the
House Collective (Beijing’s
Opposite House, Hong
Kong’s Upper House) in
Chengdu, China, takes a
yin-yang approach to past
and present comforts: A
seventeenth-century Qing
Dynasty courtyard fronts
the polished, 100-room
property, and the spa occupies a former monastery.

SIGNATURE COCKTAIL: Toast
adventures with a Sichuan
Mule – Sichuan peppercorninfused vodka and ginger
syrup – while mingling with

Chengdu locals at speakeasystyle lounge Jing.

KIDS WILL LOVE: The hotel can
arrange a visit to the nearby
Chengdu Research Base of Giant Panda Breeding, complete
with a plush panda souvenir.

The Edition’s NYC
home and (below)
Gold Bar.

and horseshoe bar (layered
in 24-karat gold leaf) to
the digital art displayed at
turndown, it’s a debut that
does scene and sleep right.

DETAIL WE LOVE: Aside from
the building’s working clock
face? The photography.
Hundreds of gold-leafframed images of American
celebrities and musicians
adorn the dining rooms,
but we especially like the
guest-room prints of Melvin
Sokolsky’s 1963 black-andwhite “Bubble” series for
Harper’s Bazaar.

ROOM TO BOOK: “My favourites are the Loft Suites,
which provide views of
the Flatiron Building and
One World Trade Center
through their oversize windows,” Katz says.

ROOM TO BOOK: “Check into
one of the spacious Studio 90
rooms,” says advisor Charlotte Harris. “Learn how
to make the perfect cup of
green tea with the crib notes
in your living room, then enjoy it on your private balcony
overlooking the city.”

The Temple House’s Jing
lounge and (above) entrance.
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Italian architect Antonio
Citterio envisioned a traditional Milanese noble’s home
when designing the hotel: 104

rooms spread across four
eighteenth-century buildings surround a pair of landscaped interior courtyards.

In downtown Perth, three
late-Victorian-era “State
Buildings” have been reimagined as a coolly contemporary
48-room Como property,
with heated travertine floors,
freestanding tubs, a rooftop restaurant, and a slick

20-metre indoor pool.
The hotel is part of a $721
million revitalisation of
Cathedral Square, which
brings microbreweries,
talked-about dining, and
more to the area. “It’s
been difficult in the past to

“The hotel is
within walking distance
of the Galleria’s high-end
boutiques
and La Scala
opera house,”
says travel
advisor Jerry
Greenberg.
“Plus, the
feng shuiinspired spa
is one of the
best I’ve seen
in the city.”
Chef Antonio
Guida’s
fine-Italian
restaurant,
Seta, rounds
out the sophisticated urban retreat.

INSTAGRAM THIS: The eye-popping black-and-white marble

recommend a truly five-star
hotel in the central business
district, so the Como brand is
a real coup for the city,” says
Perth-based Virtuoso advisor
Carole Smethurst. “Rumours
now abound about which
brands will follow.”
The Treasury’s pool
and (right) Studio Suite.
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DETAIL WE LOVE: Fine-dining
restaurant Wildflower

tiles on the Mandarin Bar’s
walls, inspired by Milanese
designers Piero Portaluppi
and Giò Ponti.

ROOM TO BOOK: Two fifthstorey Mandarin Rooms (501
and 503, to be exact). In addition to sleek wood furniture,
curved headboards, and
heated bathroom floors, they
offer the hotel’s best views of
the Gothic cathedral.

Mandarin Bar and
(left) the Presidential
Suite’s bathroom.

occupies a steel-and-glass
box on the nineteenthcentury building’s roof.

ROOM TO BOOK: All ten
Heritage Balcony Rooms
have French doors opening to balconies facing
Cathedral Square, but
only rooms 5 and 6 also
have fireplaces.

A Stamford Suite and (right)
Capitol Room bathroom.
Above: The restored exterior.

Singapore’s historic Capitol
Building and the adjacent
Stamford House have found
new life as a 157-room hotel;
set to open early this year,
it will anchor the Capitol
Singapore retail and residential development. “Singapore’s historic buildings
are so beautiful,” says
advisor Erina Pindar,
“and what the Patina has
done to bring them back is
very exciting.” The buildings’ facades remain –
meticulously restored by

architect Richard
Meier – complemented inside by
clean lines and dark
wood accents as
conceived by the
late Indonesian designer
Jaya Ibrahim.

ORDER UP: Peruvian cuisine
throws its flavours into the
country’s culinary melting
pot at Eru, with one of Singapore’s first ceviche bars and
standout lomo saltado – stirfried beef tenderloin with rice
and yellow-potato chips.

ABOVE AND BEYOND: Patina’s
“360˚ Concierge” philosophy means that every
employee is a hotel ambassador. Staff are hired
based on personal
interests, which are
logged in a database, so
when you ask for the
neighbourhood’s best
cup of coffee, for example,
you won’t get tips from a
tea drinker.

ROOM TO BOOK: One of the 16
Stamford Suites in the

three-storey Stamford
House, featuring modern
furniture and brass light
fixtures and showcasing
original details from the 1905
Victorian-style building, such
as high ceilings, paned
windows, and chengal-wood
floors. Stamford House
rooms include a 24-hour stay,
regardless of check-in time.
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IN
THE
WINGS
HOTEL OPENINGS TO WATCH FOR THIS YEAR.
u Europe’s grande dame,
The Ritz Paris, reopens this
autumn after a three-year
closure for a wine-cellarto-Imperial Szom hotel’s
classic hallmarks, but
updated with modern
conveniences and tech
amenities. (Most of its
features are protected by
French law: The Imperial
Suite, for instance, is listed
as a national monument.)
New additions include an
expanded cooking school
and the world’s first
Chanel Spa.

u Lake Como’s newest
calling card, Il Sereno
opens this winter in the
village of Torno, about an
eight-minute drive from
Como (guests can also
make the trip in one of
the resort’s wooden
motorboats). In contrast
to many of the lake’s
famous villas and hotels,
the property’s understated,
modern look extends from
its 30 water-view suites
to the pool’s sundeck
and the restaurant’s
lakeside terrace.

u Scheduled to open in
August on Banana Bay,
Park Hyatt St. Kitts
promises 125 rooms with an
updated take on the island’s
colonial style – many with
rooftop pools for elevated
views across the strait to
Nevis. Along with excellent
diving, fishing, and watersports activities, guests have
access to Christophe
Harbour’s Tom Fazio-designed 18-hole golf course.
u Trump takes charge in
Washington D.C., this fall when

Pennsylvania Avenue’s historic
Old Post Office Tower reopens
as the Trump International
Hotel, Washington, D.C.
Noteworthy among the 263
guest rooms features: suites’
four- to five-metre-high ceilings
and the Townhouse Suites’
fireplaces and two-person
showers. Along with BLT Prime
steakhouse, the 900-squaremetre Fitness Centre and Spa
by Ivanka Trump is destined to
be a local draw.

LIFE IS A COLLECTION OF EXPERIENCES
LET US BE YOUR GUIDE
Experience a haven of urban chic on the renowned tree-lined Hengshan Road
surrounded by restaurants, cafés, boutiques, galleries, and restored art-deco buildings.
Traditional Chinese hospitality melds with stylish design and contemporary amenities
in exquisitely furnished guest rooms and suites offering a retreat from Shanghai’s bustle.

PHOTO CREDIT TKTKTK

For more information on The Twelve at Hengshan,
please contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor.
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every wish
every whim
every want

YOU REALLY CAN HAVE IT ALL

Elegant Ships With All Ocean-View
Suites, Private Balconies and
No More Than 700 Guests

THE MOST INCLUSIVE LUXURY CRUISE EXPERIENCE TM



GLORIES OF THE PAST

• FREE Luxury Hotel Package*



MEDITERRANEAN ROMANCE

ISTANBUL TO VENICE
13 JUNE 2016 | 12 NIGHTS

BARCELONA TO JERUSALEM
13 JULY 2016 | 12 NIGHTS

Seven Seas Navigator

Seven Seas Navigator

Fares From US$8,099 Per Person

Fares From US$8,099 Per Person

®

UP TO 60 FREE SHORE EXCURSIONS

• FREE Unlimited
Shore Excursions

®

UP TO 61 FREE SHORE EXCURSIONS

• FREE Specialty Restaurants
• FREE Unlimited Beverages
Including Fine Wines and
Premium Spirits
• FREE Open Bars and
Lounges PLUS In-Suite
Mini-Bar Replenished Daily
• FREE Pre-Paid Gratuities

Enjoy Virtuoso Voyager Club Amenities:

• FREE Transfers Between
Hotel and Ship

VOYAGER CLUB HOST, PRIVATE COCKTAIL RECEPTION AND AN EXCLUSIVE SHORE EVENT

FOR RESERVATIONS, PLEASE CALL YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR

*Fares are subject to increase. All fares are per person based on double occupancy for new bookings only and may be withdrawn at any time. Fare mentioned is based on Concierge Suite - D.
Bonus Savings are based on published Full Brochure Fares; such fares may not have resulted in actual sales in all suite categories and do not include optional charges as detailed in the
Guest Ticket Contract, which may be viewed, along with additional terms at www.RSSC.com. Free 1-Night Pre-Cruise Luxury Hotel Package applies to guests 1 and 2 only in Concierge
Suites or higher, and is not available for new bookings made within 60 days of departure. Ships’ Registry: Bahamas.

INTL_001541115

DELTA OF
SEDUCTION

Known as the “jewel of the Kalahari,” Botswana’s Okavango Delta provides a
lush encounter with some of Africa’s most famous wildlife. Just ask a photographer who arrived three decades ago and never looked back.
STORY AND PHOTOGRAPHY BY DOOK
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The delta’s Moremi Game Reserve is
home to more than 400 bird species,
including this black-collared barbet.
J A N UA RY | F E B R UA RY 2 0 1 6
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T
T

he first time
I nervously felt part of
the food chain was while
camping in Botswana’s
Okavango Delta 30 years
ago. The delta is the crown on the Kalahari’s sandy, sun-scorched skull, with sparkling amber water and rich emerald-green
vegetation to complete the royal look. The
waters of this UNESCO World Heritage
site come from the Angolan highlands’
rainfall at the beginning of the year, travelling 1,300 kilometres down the Okavango River, not to the sea but to northern
Botswana in the middle of its dry season.
As the space expands out into an alluvial
delta, doubling in size to some 1.2 square
metres, herds of animals flock to it.
My initial encounter with this gem dazWaterborne safari: Boating
zled me into moving from London to Afrialong the delta’s deep channels in search of wildlife.
ca. I had come on holiday to visit a friend.
After travelling through South Africa from
Cape Town headed to Botswana for a basic
camping safari, we flew from Maun to the delta in an alarming- started to automatically identify the makers: A booming gufly tiny old plane, the aerial view dramatising the contrast faw bellowed like drunken gents at a men’s club was a “heeapbetween the parched landscape and the green wetland.
pooo.” A haunting cry: “juck-aaaaalll.” A melodious drooping
After we landed on a dirt strip in a roadless wilderness, a song: “coooo-kaarrl birdeeee.” Eventually, we settled down
slight, unarmed guide poled us through the floodplains in a for the night.
Over morning tea, I watched a herd of more than 60 elewooden dugout canoe (mokoro) to a lala-palmed island. We set
up a mosquito net under a tree, ready to sleep under the stars. phants frolicking in the waters nearby, a show no London
As the sun set, the unfamiliar squeaks, shrieks, hoots, and production could top. There and then I decided that Africa
howls began. Our guide, quickly irritated with our constant would be my home. After our trip, I sold my return ticket on a
tense question – “What’s that?” – following every sound, community board in Johannesburg and stayed.
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Clockwise from top left: Oxpecker birds hitch a ride on giraffes, a serene float,
a baobab with bark nibbled away by elephants, and the grand expanse
of the delta in wet season.
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THE DELTA IS THE CROWN ON THE
KALAHARI’S SUN-SCORCHED SKULL.

Clockwise from top: Red lechwe race through marshy waters, a leopard looks for
prey from a perch in a jackalberry tree, and the day fades in the delta.
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Belmond’s Khwai River Lodge (top) and
renovated Eagle Island Lodge (below).

WATER WORLD
Make the most of a few days in the delta.

HOW TO GO Visiting the
Okavango Delta at any time
of year provides a great
African wildlife experience,
says Virtuoso travel advisor
Ryan Hilton, but the dry season
in July, August, and September
brings mild weather and
excellent game viewing at the
delta’s perennial water sources.
Access to the area’s safari
camps is through Botswana’s
Maun International Airport.

floodplains where elephants and
buffalo roam. A pool, in-room
spa treatments, and nightly
stargazing sessions keep guests
busy between daily game drives
and after-dark safaris.

STAY Safari options at Belmond
Eagle Island Lodge revolve
around the water, with daily boat
rides, barge cruises, and mokoro
(dugout canoe) excursions. The
camp, which reopened last
November after a ten-month
renovation, features 12 luxury
tents with private plunge pools
and viewing decks.

Ultra-luxury camps are the
highlight of Micato Safaris’
12-day Botswana and Zambia
tour, which includes an overnight
in Johannesburg and safaris in
Victoria Falls, the Okavango
Delta, and Chobe National Park.

Within the delta’s Moremi Game
Reserve, the 15-room Belmond
Khwai River Lodge overlooks

tip
“Botswana’s government has done a great
job of supporting and encouraging the lowimpact model. The result: Operators work
in very large exclusive-use areas, which host
fewer travellers, who pay a higher price to
visit the destination. Being on safari in
the right camp in the Okavango Delta,
guests will feel like all of Africa is theirs
for those few days.”
– Ryan Hilton
Virtuoso travel advisor

GO Visit Botswana’s Okavango
Delta and Chobe National
Park during Travcoa’s private
nine-day trip: Activities include
flightseeing tours and day and
night game drives.

Take in Victoria Falls as well as
the Okavango Delta and
Linyanti Reserve by foot,
four-wheel drive, boat, and
mokoro on a private ten-day
tour with Cox & Kings.
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PROMOTION

VIRTUOSO LIFE EXCLUSIVE OFFERS
PARIS ROMANCE ON THE LEFT BANK
With a gracious residential feel and tucked-away Left Bank location, Esprit Saint Germain
embodies the City of Light’s romance. Private and delightfully intimate, the 28-room upscale
hotel sits behind a charming 18th-century facade, while inside, 21st-century accoutrements
await savvy guests. Flowers and fresh fruit are replenished in your room daily, and a lobby bar
is always open for aperitifs, with free-flowing champagne, wines, and spirits. Days in the ultrachic Saint Germain des Prés in the sixth arrondissement may include boutique shopping,
antique hunting, and fine dining, or sightseeing at the Notre-Dame Cathedral, Jardin du
Luxembourg, and the Louvre.
After hours of museum-hopping and shopping, cosy up in the Living Room, where a
complimentary drink by the fireplace is always waiting. Later, perhaps a massage in the privacy
of your guest room or a workout in the top-storey fitness centre, overlooking the rooftops
of Paris.
Virtuoso rates from EUR 329 (approx. AU$496/NZ$535) per room, per night. Virtuoso exclusive
amenities include a room upgrade, if available; full breakfast daily; red or white wine and French
cheeses served at a moment of your choice; a departure gift of butter cookies from the famous
Poilane bakery; and early check-in and late checkout, if available.

SIGHTS OF SCOTLAND & IRELAND
Venturing out from Glasglow, this 15- or 16-day holiday from CIE Tours International
uncovers the gold of Scotland and Ireland, from the Isle of Skye to Killarney. Longtime experts
in the regions, your CIE Tours guides will lead you on a Loch Lomond scenic cruise and on a
Blair Athol Distillery whisky tasting and tour. This itinerary also includes the Killary Fjord
catamaran cruise, sheepdog trials in both Scotland and Ireland, and a jaunting horse-drawn
car ride in Killarney.
Be entertained with a lively music session while sipping Irish coffee in Dungarvan, and enjoy
insightful walking tours in Waterford and Galway. Visit countless fortresses, from St Andrews to
Edinburgh Castle, and the countryside’s most stunning scenery and sights, from the 213-metrehigh Cliffs of Moher to the House of Waterford Crystal. With 84 years of experience, CIE Tours
boasts an enviable reputation for service and excellent hospitality, extending their hotel and
sightseeing connections to you to provide a one-of-a-kind experience. Connect with your Virtuoso
travel advisor to save US$200 (approx. AU$274/NZ$296) per person on select 2016 departures.
Virtuoso rates from AU$3,499 (approx. NZ$3,779) per person. Departs 20 March 2016 (other weekly
departures available March through October 2016). Rate includes most meals, transportation, tours,
entrance fees, and, for Virtuoso guests, round-trip airport-hotel transfers.

STAY THREE, PAY TWO IN HISTORIC LONDON
Occupying both an enviable location and an architecturally significant landmark, the ShangriLa Hotel, At The Shard, London is located on the 34th to 52nd storeys of Renzo Piano’s iconic
Shard building, showcasing unsurpassable floor-to-ceiling views. Situated just on top of the
London Bridge railway and tube station, the hotel is ideally nestled in one of the most historic
and vibrant parts of town. Virtuoso guests are treated to their third night free; a room upgrade, if
available; breakfast daily; a GDP 85 (approx. AU$177/NZ$191) dining credit; and more.
Connect with your Virtuoso travel advisor for rates. Available until end of April 2016.

SWEEPING SINGAPORE VIEWS & EXCLUSIVE EXTRAS
Near the Esplanade and Asian Civilizations Museum—and boasting incredible views of the
city skyline, river promenade, and Marina Bay waterfront—The Fullerton Hotel Singapore
has long been an esteemed city address. Come for the exclusive Straits Club rooms; stay for the
award-winning infinity swimming pool.
Connect with your Virtuoso travel advisor for rates. Available throughout 2016. Virtuoso exclusive amenities
include a room upgrade, if available; breakfast daily; a US$100 (approx. AU$137/NZ$148) dining credit;
and more.

Souvenir
EVIL EYE
pillow gift from
Four Seasons

TEK BAHÇE OLIVE OIL
nargourmet.com

CERAMIC BOWLS
iznikclassics.com

TURKISH DELIGHT
assorted confectionery

ISTANBUL

DRIED FIGS
from the Spice Bazaar

A feast for the senses where
Europe and Asia meet.
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tip
To see Istanbul from a
different perspective,
ask your travel advisor
to arrange
a private Bosphorus
yacht tour.

HAND-KNOTTED CARPET
puntocarpet.com

(PHOTOGRAHY) CHRIS PLAVIDAL,
(STYLING) HEIDI ADAMS

After a long travel day to Turkey, my husband
and I checked into the Four Seasons Hotel
Istanbul at the Bosphorus and stepped
out onto our suite’s terrace (one of only four
at the hotel) to take in the view. As dusk
cloaked the minaret-dotted skyline and lights
twinkled on the strait, the sound of ezan, the
Islamic call to prayer, filled the air – a spiritual
welcome to an ancient city that straddles
two continents. Our advisor tapped Nurdan’s
United Travel Services, one of Virtuoso’s
on-site companies, to guide our three-day,
pre-cruise stay, and we visited the famed
Blue Mosque; marvelled at the Hagia Sophia,
the domed basilica-turned-mosque; and
wandered the Grand Bazaar’s 4,500 shops,
which sell antiques, carpets, leather, pashminas, jewellery, and other goods. It was
sensory overload, in the best possible way.
– Elaine Srnka, editorial director

Helping you plan a lifetime
of extraordinary trips.
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Virtuoso
Getting you the most RETURN on LIFE.
Just as your financial advisor ensures your return on investment, your Virtuoso travel advisor ensures your
RETURN on LIFE. From weekend getaways to longer holidays, they collaborate with you on all of your
travel dreams. Because it’s not about one trip of a lifetime, it’s about a lifetime of extraordinary trips.
If you do not currently have a travel advisor, but are interested in
connecting with one, please visit virtuoso.com.

The world’s finest travel agencies and advisors are Virtuoso.

virtuoso.com

BEST WISHES FOR A HAPPY AND WELL-TRAVELLED NEW YEAR!
Whether you already know where you want to go,
or are looking for inspiration, a Virtuoso travel advisor will work with you
to design extraordinary, customised experiences that include upgrades,
private access, and added touches and amenities.

The world’s finest travel agencies and advisors are Virtuoso.

If you do not currently work with a travel advisor, it’s easy to find the one
who’s right for you by using the Virtuoso advisor catalogue on virtuoso.com.

